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LEARNING ANALYSIS

The following questionnaire will help to carry out an analysis of our learning and

growth within this year of work. All options refer only to what you developed thanks to

the team

QUESTIONS

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING SOFT SKILLS DID YOU DEVELOP BY BEING PART OF

THE iGEM TEAM?

● Leadership ● Flexibility and adaptability

● Team work ● Creativity

● Effective communication ● Professionalism

● Problem solving skills ● Organization



OF THE FOLLOWING, WHICH WAYS OF PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT DO YOU THINK

YOU AQUIRED BY BEING PART OF THE iGEM TEAM?

● Networking

● Experience working on research projects

● Experience working with other areas such as education, math modeling, human

practices, etc (multidisciplinarity)

● Attending courses, workshops, and other resources iGEM provides

● Ability to communicate with people all around the world (internationalization)

● Development of self learning and information search skills

● Knowledge of how to develop a project “from scratch” (Think of an idea and go

through the process of developing it)

● Experience developing collaboration with other teams and groups



OF THE FOLLOWING TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE, WHICH DID YOU DEVELOP

DURING YOUR PARTICIPATION ON THE TEAM?

● Search and comprehension of theoretical information about genes and

metabolic routes

● Selection of genetic parts (promoters, CDS, RBS) and obtaining the sequences

● Design of genetic regulatory systems (interaction of parts)

● Construction of genes and synthetic circuits (with the help of programs and

sequences)

● Use of bioinformatic programs and/or programming languages

● Elaboration of math models and/or simulations to predict the behaviour of

biological systems

● Experimental design with biotech and molecular biology techniques

● Analysis and interpretation of experimental results

● Application of biosafety and biosecurity concepts in a biotech project



OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS, WHICH MULTIDISCIPLINARITY SKILLS DO YOU

CONSIDER YOU DEVELOPED DURING YOUR PARTICIPATION ON THE TEAM?

● Comprehension of the social component of a biotech project: how it affects and

how the sociocultural context it affects

● Comprehension of how we can connect other science areas (mathematics,

chemistry, etc)

● Knowledge and application of bioentrepreneurship concepts (costs analysis,

business models, etc)

● Importance of the communication of the project to society (education,

divulgation, and communication)

● Importance of social sciences within biotech (theory and analysis)



INCLUDE A SMALL REFLECTION

Marcos Alfredo Sotelo Ibarra

Participating in iGEM was a wonderful experience, being part of the team and

witnessing the project taking form is a satisfactory feeling.

Jorge Hernández

It’s been 3 years since i first joined iGEM, it made me change the perspective I had

about my career. The emphasis iGEM places on legislation and biosafety led me to

delve into this topic and find a new prospect for future studies. My participation

taught me the importance of teamwork to develop a successful project. It was an

honor for me to be part of this team.

Jonathan Martínez Alvizo

I learned a lot about biosafety, biosecurity, and how to communicate all this

information in my community by applying educational tactics so that people can get

involved in our project.

Julissa Janeth García Cepeda

iGEM is a good option if you want to make a difference in your community. It teaches

you to collaborate with other people around the world and motivates you to learn,

innovate and solve problems with new ideas. What I like the most is that even though

we are in a competition we as teams collaborate and are willing to help others.

Luisa Rendón

During my iGEM participation I was able to develop my social skills. I was able to get

in contact with people and organizations from around the world to get information for

our project which helped me develop my communication skills. Something I didn't

think would be necessary in my major and now realize is a key part of it.



Mauricio Reyes Elizondo

iGEM is a great experience to get involved into biotechnology projects as a university

student and get to know everything that it implies. It’s great to meet a community

with the same goal of improving our regions.

Raúl Acosta Murillo

iGEM has given me the chance of practicing both theoretical and practical knowledge

of molecular and synthetic biology, it also provided a space to practice leadership,

responsibility and personal growth.

Erik Gael Flores Silva

I feel very comfortable working with the team, getting information and developing the

project. iGEM gives professional and personal growth, i hope to be part of the team as

long as I can.

Aída Álvarez

Participating on an iGEM team made me have a higher perspective on LATAM

biotechnology. The multidisciplinary aspect of the project is something I didn't know

was important.

Leonardo Uriel González Garza

iGEM gave me a chance to get a first insight into what research is and how it is not

isolated from a social environment. Many skills were developed, many experiences

were gained, and many friends were made.



Baruch Sebastian Pérez Villanueva

This year helped me have a wider point of view, about what it really means developing

a SynBio project, it is not only going to the lab and making experiments, it's about

planning those experiments. Also, it’s important to think in what way the project will

impact society.

Eugenia Elizondo González

Thanks to iGEM I was able to get a glimpse of the different areas a project must have,

it's not only the scientific part that's important. Sharing knowledge with the

community and getting feedback from them is a great opportunity to learn how

helpful and useful the information is to them.

Diana Bautista Espinosa

Working in a multidisciplinary team has made me evaluate the different aspects of a

scientific project, and having to connect all those areas gave me a new perspective of

both science and the importance of creativity and communication. Making joint efforts

with my fellow iGEMers of all around the world was a reminder that collaboration in

science is vital.

Fernando Garcia González

By being on an iGEM team I’ve learned to manage my time, to be more responsible,

and it also helped me see the limitations and figure out a way to solve them.

Alonso Flores

After 3 years as an iGEMer I have had many experiences. One of the most important

things I got was the ability to organize and act as a leader in big groups as well as

networking with people involved in synthetic biology.



Juan Pablo Martinez Aldana

iGEM helped me by learning how to share knowledge and experience with people

who want to change the world, and give better opportunities to others.

Jorge Alberto Uribe Echeverría

The possibility of improving my team work while generating international contacts that

allows spaces for discussion to be generated by mixing culture and science, made the

experience extremely enriching.

Adriana María Morán Hernández

Working on a team as professional as this was a totally different experience. The team

members are very dedicated, the organization and compromise to the team and to the

project is notorious. To be able to see how different areas can be applied and how

they are necessary to a biotechnological project was very eye opening.

Kelly Itzel Torres Barrón

During this year I have developed various skills and aptitudes that have helped my

personal, professional, and social development. I am grateful for all the awesome team

mates, incredible experiences, and knowledge that my time on iGEM has left me.

Octavio Armando Vera Tijerina

While participating in iGEM I've been able to work with a variety of people and meet

new friends. It allowed me to explore my passion for visual arts and to find different

ways in which I could apply these skills to the communication of a synthetic solution to

an important environmental problem. It allowed me to combine art and science.



Cynthia Elizabeth Valenzuela Chapa

iGEM allowed me to develop many skills, such as organizing events, establishing

connections with other teams, and to communicate properly. I got out of my comfort

zone in order to learn new things. But above all, iGEM allowed me to be in an

environment surrounded by people who are passionate about the same things I am.

Daniela Alvarez

During the three years I was part of the iGEM FCB-UANL team, I grew a lot both

personally and academically, I got to know a lot of amazing people that have greatly

inspired me, and I made a lot of friends. Even though I know the competition is

something valuable, I think the most gratifying things iGEM offers are obtained along

the way. Thanks to iGEM, I discovered my passion and I know that many opportunities

will come, and being part of the iGEM community will open many doors for me.


